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In this paper we resolve this dilemma by breaking the commutation mto two phases.
In the first phase the number of recursive invocations remains 0( 210s" "'), hut we manage to reduce the time per invocation to something significantly less than @(log n), The result of the first phase, however, J1'e later define what, we mean by "pal tial solntiou."
For the moment, we remark merely that it is a "large enough" set of edges that is a subset, of the MSF.
A technical difficulty arises in carrying out the modified sampling approach.
In the discarding step, we might discard edges that belong to the MSF. For this reason, if we were not careful in carrying out the second recursive call, we might include in the partial solution edges that do not belong to the MSF ( "bad edges").~'e therefore do not entirely discard edges but rather designate them as "ou-edges" for this recursive call. The out-edges are used t o guard against the partial solution getting too big and including t)ad edges.~~e show that the choice of out-edges ensures essentially that if the partial solution is about to include an out-edge, it is already big enough.
We also show that the set of out-edges can be represented compactly, which is necessary for the efficiency of our algorithm. Step O: If t =? theu call B.\sE(;.+sE(G) and return.
Step 1: PerformO (loS[(log(f -')m )"]) Boruvka steps.
Step 2: Obtain graph G' from G by first including, in G all in-rclges of G (des%nated as illedges of G") anti not including any ont-edgek, Each of the remaining, neutral edges of (; is included in C;' Independently \vitll probability p= l/(log('-l'm)~,
Step 3:~'all FIND FOREST(G', i-1).
Step 4: Call FILrER(G, G"), designating some edges of G as out-edges,
Step Since C;' is a subgraph of G", every iUSF edge of G that appears in G' is also an MSF edge of G". The in-edges of G' are precisely the in-edges of G, which are MSF edges of G by the in-edge soundness of G. Thus the in-edges of G' are MSF edges of G', so in-edge soundness holds for G'. Out-edge soundness trivially holds for G' since G' has no out-edges.
Next consider G' after the call FINDFOREST(G', I -1). By the inductive hypothesis, G' satisfies completeness and soundness. Next in
Step -! there is a call FILTER( G, G'), designating some of the edges of G as out-edges.
By the correctness condition of FILTER, these edges satisfy the out-edge soundness condition.
We have seen that at the beginning of
Step 5, G satisfies the soundness conditions.
By the induction hypothesis, therefore, after the call FINDFOREST(G, i -1) in that step, G satisfies completeness and soundness. Step 4 is at most m/(log( '-') m)"-bi which in turn is at most m/(log(L-l) rn)b since a z 2b. Here is the procedure FINISHUP( G):
Step O: Let G' be obtained from G by including each edge of G independently with probability p = 1/v@, where k is as specified in the top-level algorithm.
Step 1: Call BASIC(G', 3) to obtain the MSF of G'.
Step 2: Use the minimum spanning forest of G' to determine some edges of G that do not belong to the MSF of G, and delete these edges from G.
Step 3: Call B.xsIc(G, 3) to find the MSF of G. is at most n/p, where n is the number of vertices in G. As we showed in Section 3, n < m/k, so the number of edges in G after the deletions is at most mjfi.
lNOW we give the recursive procedure B.*sIc(G, i).
Jt'e assume that on entry the expected number of neutral edges in G is 0( m/ log(') m). This holcls for the call BASIC(G Step The sample graph has expected O(rn/log( '-') m) edges.
Step 2: Recursively call BASIC(G", i -1 ) to designate as in-edges all the remaining hISf? edges of G).
Step 
